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Today, supermarkets have dedicated gluten-free aisles, restaurants highlight gluten-free dishes on the
menus, and millions of people have lower gluten out of their diet plans in the hopes of boosting health and
slimming down. Agatston's approach exclusive is that he demonstrates how to be gluten aware, not gluten
phobic.Enter cardiologist Arthur Agatston, MD, writer of the groundbreaking The South Beach Diet.The
simple truth is, not everyone must give up gluten permanently—and you will drop up to 10 pounds in just
fourteen days. In The South Beach Diet Gluten Answer, he will the same for gluten, demystifying the
effects of the difficult-to-digest protein in wheat and some various other grains. With that book, Dr. You
will find relief from these and various other symptoms by following South Beach Diet plan Gluten Solution
System. With Dr. Agatston's phased Gluten Solution Program, based on proven South Seaside Diet eating
principles, you'll be able to determine your own level of gluten sensitivity— Agatston ended the diet debates
and solved the high-carb versus low-carb confusion.What makes Dr. But despite all the attention, gluten
dilemma still reigns. He shares his own private journey to gluten awareness and explores the latest research
to determine the real connection between gluten and health. He explains that a number of elements,
including our vast overconsumption of highly processed grains, have increased the incidence of gluten

sensitivity and celiac disease. These conditions contribute to a web host of health issues, including human
brain fog, mood swings, digestive disorders, joint discomfort, and skin problems.nor does doing this guarantee
weight loss.With detailed daily meal plans, tips for traveling and dining out, inspiring stories, and 20 delicious
quality recipes (that sacrifice neither taste nor health), The South Beach Diet Gluten Solution offers you
all you need to feel great, lose weight, and navigate the gluten-free world with ease.
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Don't Buy on Kindle This is a great diet book; it really is simple to follow, includes recipe and menu
suggestions, and provides a lot of a healthy body information. I am sorry I purchased this for the Kindle,
though, since it is more challenging to quickly turn to the many helpful lists within the book. Do buy the
book, but I recommend you don't purchase it for your Kindle. I also wished to lend the reserve to a pal
but, because it's on my Kindle, I couldn't. If I had the hard duplicate I would have put little tabs on the
pages I make reference to most often. Good reading for anybody who wants to know more about gluten.
For instance, breakfast for Day 14 of his sample gluten-free meal programs on Phase I suggests a
"Morning Mocha Smoothie" made out of fat free milk, nonfat yogurt, instant coffee powder and two
tablespoons of sugar free chocolate syrup. They are some of my family's preferred recipes. I do believe the
South Beach eating plan works.Let me also state that I am so pleased to see that a regular cardiologist
like Dr. Agatston did his study and believes that there is any such thing as "gluten intolerance" and "gluten
sensitivity." When you have never read any information regarding gluten sensitivity, i quickly would buy this
book simply for that. He provides great summary of gluten and its own effects on your body if a person is
delicate to it and gluten generally. This book makes you gluten aware, not really gluten-phobic. I've done a
ton of reading and hearing about gluten in the last few years (We suspect I'm sensitive, but have not had
the opportunity to pinpoint it). Just mainly because I was disappointed with the recipes in his companion

cookbook (The South Beach Diet plan Gluten Solution Cookbook), so I was also disappointed in the recipes
and specially the sample eating plans in this reserve.In the original South Beach Diet, his suggested two
week daily menus for every phase were balanced and filling. He recommended three major meals and three
snack foods per day which will keep a person feeling happy and complete.In this book, he suggests the
same, except that several of the breakfast and lunch options he suggests (particularly for Phase One) are
so low-fat, low-calorie and low mainly everything else, that I would be starving two hours later on. I was
shocked that he'd think some of these options would be enough and/or healthful. Agatston's South Beach
Diet cookbooks. Also allowed is normally tea or coffee. Whole foods rule, especially the naturally gluten-free
of charge foods. Then for lunch, soup and a chef's salad with one ounce of ham and turkey and lowfat
cheese on mixed greens.This is just a small example, but I am not sure why he veers so much off the span
of "not fretting about calories and only fretting about eating good fats and good carbs" like he was doing
in the original South Seaside diet books. Perhaps he has a fresh dietitian advising him? Can't wait around to
try! Good Food This is the second time I read this book. I skipped a lot, therefore read it carefully. It
isn't the specialized book that it looks. I gave it five celebrities, since it is well-created and full of useful
information for anyone who is thinking about eating good food.Afterward you have a suggested snack of
low fat cottage cheese and chopped bell pepper. Very little new. Like South Beach Supercharged, this
publication provides healthy eating principles. Very informative. I really believe our diet programs are like any
medication we ingest and you will have a chemical response with this personal biochemistry and education is
crucial for every person irrespective of health issues. Obtain the cookbook, too. This is actually the first
book I've read that actually explains what gluten Can be, why it's hard for some people to digest it, and
just why some people can eat even more of it than others without issues. His writing style is normally
familiar and easy and I like it. Offering it a go this week! Four Stars Good to have more menus and ideas
for healthful eating. For at least two years, I was plagued with gas, bloating, lethargy, intestinal and
female infections, and I was in the doc's workplace it appeared like every three months. It took me some
time to try her recommendation to proceed low-gluten/gluten-free, but I acquired permanent relief in -
no laughing matter - 48 hours or much less. Then the book continues on to construct a detail by detail plan

to help each individual sort out the problems and where they property in the spectrum of sensitivity and
how to proceed about it. Ok last one - my doctor. THEREFORE I cut out all gluten for per month (it's a
lot easier than it noises), but I had my reasonable share of bread and desserts during my week-very long
trip in Europe. Got back on my low-gluten/gluten-free of charge regimen when I came back, and got back



to this book, that is a great help with lots of simple, easy meals/recipe suggestions. Trusted information on
the gluten craze I have go through with interest Dr.place a lot into movement in my existence and
motivate the curious to accomplish the same. This book addresses the new diet crazy of staying away from
gluten. Thanks much! I have studied nutrition and virtually consume everything published on the human
being diet subject and appear to be constantly impressed with how Dr. That was such as a breath of fresh
air!. He gives reasonable reasoning why you might get rid of gluten from one's diet and also adds a "what
are you experiencing to lose" kind of strategy if one is struggling with answers to health issues in which
the remedy seems elusive. It works. Gluten sensitivity is not a concern for everybody and it is just one
single solution to perhaps many multiple diet products one should be considering. This book is an excellent go
to and I have learned a lot... Agatston's many, many books on his brand, South Beach Diet.
Understandable!!However, one area I am disappointed about in this publication is certainly his sample daily
eating plan. You will also be able to discern whether your preferred recipes are gluten-free and make
changes by changing some substances. Agatston gives a perfectly believed through unbiased opinion on his
subject matter of the book's theme. Who knew I had a gluten sensitivity? Disappointed First i want to say
that I've read the South Beach Diet plan and revel in many of Dr. The chance to your diet will come in the
form of concealed wheat gluten and prepared gluten-free of charge foods.. Once again, no exception in this

book. Love the South Beach Diet plan, but if you have among the other books it really is basically the same.
Just decrease your carbs which is the new program. Some great recipes, but other than that- nothing
groundbreaking. So Useful for Going Low-Gluten/Gluten-Free Just mainly because qualitative, thorough,
readable and understandable as the original South Beach books, I really like this book given that I've gone
low-gluten. Three Stars Book doesn't have interesting ideas or pictures Enjoyable Good book. Covers the
topic well One Star No much info. BOO Great price Quick Shipping. Great price Five Stars Received as
promised and the book is definitely both interesting and helpful. I am married to a physician.In conclusion,
the gluten info is good, but the eating plan/recipes are not as good as his original Southern Beach Diet plan.
Well-written! I in fact followed this program after suffering from gluten overload on holiday. Read the
book and eat better.
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